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By Maggie Galehouse

Eric Kayne

Sarah Cortez is a poet, writer and part-time reserve officer. Her new collection of poems offers an inside look at law
enforcement.

August 12, 2013

In her colorful Montrose bungalow, where bookshelves strain with titles two rows deep and cooking utensils
lean out of crowded cups along the kitchen counter, Sarah Cortez shows me her gun:

A Sig Sauer P229 she keeps in a drawstring bag with her duty belt, bullets and other police gear. She cleans
the pistol on an old towel in her kitchen.

"It's a tool for saving my life and
other people's lives," says Cortez, 63,
her low, lyrical voice somehow not
what I was expecting. "I'm a very
good shot. It has a thick grip, and I
have a big hand."

Cortez got special permission from
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Eric Kayne

Sarah Cortez is a winner of the PEN Texas
literary award for her poetry.

the manufacturer to put a picture of
the pistol on the cover of "Cold Blue
Steel" (Texas Review Press), her
new book of poems about life as a
cop.

Love whatever can save/ your life. Your ballistic vest,/ your razored reflexes. The/ keys you rubber-banded/ to
keep from jingling. The/ double-tied shoelaces that/ won't come loose in a foot chase./ The short haircut a turd/
can't grab in a scuffle/ to ream your face into concrete.

So begins "The Secret," as precise as it is in-your-face.

In a culture addicted to cop dramas - on TV, in movies, in the pages of police procedurals - Cortez offers an
inside look that both honors and demystifies women and men in uniform.

A longtime writer and poet, she understands the allure of police work. People are drawn to life on the edge, she
says, and once you put on a uniform, you become a sex object. Men and women both.

"In reality, it's not sexy," says Cortez, now a Harris County Precinct 4 reserve officer. "It's not anything other
than you have to be very careful, very patient and very knowledgeable about the law."

Cops are taught to have a "command presence," she adds,
so it's a macho world by design.

"Any police officer on a scene is legally, ethically and
morally responsible for that scene. You have to be in
control. In charge."

The gravity of this responsibility - and the occasional dark
humor that comes with it - bleed into the collection.
Cortez's thoughtful, plainspoken poems put readers where
police, victims and criminals tend to be: on the street, in
the medical examiner's office, in court, in a patrol car, at a
funeral.

Some poems spin out of quiet moments. In "Inheritance," the speaker walks through racks of uniforms returned
by the "fired, retired, or dead" and is stunned to see "the uniform/ of one of us recently killed." In "Dog
Remembers Night," a K-9 officer is shot and his dog sticks his muzzle into the bulk of the dying man, whining
and whimpering until the officer takes his final breath.

Other poems play for raw laughs. "Headquarters" describes a fireman who has been cheating on his wife. One
day, the wife shows up at headquarters and starts firing at her husband "with this little 'ole bitty .38/ he'd
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"Cold Blue Steel" by Sarah Cortez; $9.99 Product
Details Paperback: 80 pages Publisher: Texas
Review Press; 1 edition (April 12, 2013)
Language: English ISBN-10: 1937875024 ISBN-
13: 978-1937875022

bought her for/ protection nights he wasn't/ home." She misses, all four or five shots, even though she's
standing 3 feet from her husband. The poem ends: "Thing is/ she must've wanted/ to miss. Ain't that/ damn
hard/ to kill someone./ After lunch/ we started/ a jar to collect/ money for shooting/ lessons for the wife."

The staccato, one-syllable hardness of the title "Cold Blue Steel" mimics the hardness you have to have inside
of you to make it in policing, Cortez says.

"You have to master your fear, to come to terms with the
idea of being killed."

As she explains in "After the Swearing-In":

Girls,/ the badge/ is the prettiest piece/ of metal you'll ever
wear./ Now, you're wedded/ to a job/ requiring every
ounce/ of grit you have and then/ some. And the odds/ are
all against you./ Still.

Winner of the PEN Texas literary award for her poetry,
Cortez published her first collection of poems, "How to
Undress a Cop" (Arte Público Press), in 2000 and has
edited six anthologies of fiction, poetry and essays. Last
fall, she released her memoir, "Walking Home: Growing
Up Hispanic in Houston."

Cortez, who is married to a firefighter, says her sense of
civic responsibility comes from her parents.

"My parents were quiet, dedicated, hard-working people.
They taught me it wasn't enough to give lip service to an
idea. You had to stand up. Act. My dad was 28 when the
Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor, but he volunteered the next
morning."

Cortez became a cop in her 40s.

In the 1980s she took a lead role in neighborhood civic affairs, pushing back against crime around Montrose.
In 1993, she left a lucrative career in tax accounting to enroll in the police academy - one more diploma to add
to an already long list: a bachelor's degree in psychology and religion from Rice University, a master of arts in
classical studies from the University of Texas and a master's in accountancy from the University of Houston.

"It's almost like when you feel called to be a priest or a nun," she says. "My calling was to go into policing."

Cortez worked as a full-time law enforcement officer for five years, first at UH and then at Harris County
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Precinct 4, where she still volunteers as a reserve officer at least 16 hours a month.

She left full-time policing when her writing career took off and, these days, her full-time job is editing and
teaching creative writing.

"But becoming a cop," Cortez says, "is the best thing I've ever done."

'Cold Blue Steel'

By Sarah Cortez

Texas Review Press

80 pp., $9.99

Two Cases Child Abuse, Same Work Week

Each time I make a good

case. Document all wounds,

each scar. Bruises, bites or

burns. Get a crime scene

photographer. Sit on the floor

while interviewing the child,

like in the training videos. Make

proper notifications. Type

the report before going to O.D. File

charges, knowing that

getting arrested

doesn't change

anyone's rot
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or fondness for torture.

***

Soft pink to black.

Pale rose to livid purple.

Flesh to flesh, ruptured

families, dismembered hopes.

Torn fabric.
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